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A. Executive summary

1. Below is the British Dental Association’s response to the GDC’s discussion document ‘Shifting the balance – a better, fairer system of dental regulation’.

2. While the BDA response provides commentary on most issues raised in *Shifting the Balance*, the key themes for the Association are that:

   - The GDC must focus its energy and resources on the remit provided to it in legislation. This is what registration and annual retention fees are paid for, and where the GDC's focus must lie. There are some areas in this document which suggest that the GDC is looking beyond its statutory remit, and registrant monies should not be used to fund these activities.
   - In particular, fitness-to-practise continues to be problematic despite some improvement in approach and a better quality assurance system. The BDA’s recent regulation survey highlighted this as by far the highest priority issue for the GDC to tackle. The BDA continues to receive highly critical comments about the level of knowledge and expertise of those working on FTP cases, including case workers, case examiners, legal advisers and expert witnesses, including recent as well as historic cases. While the focus on upstreaming and defining ‘seriousness’ is welcomed, there is still more work to be done to improve the detailed work in the FTP section when cases are handled.
   - A reduction of dentists’ ARF must be considered by the GDC as a matter of urgency for next year. There is no justification for maintaining the ARF at its current level.
   - The focus on upstreaming and first-tier resolution is welcomed. However, support structures for dentists are at risk in the current climate of HEE and NHS spending cuts.
   - The BDA calls for a formal, independent review of the Dental Complaints Service (DCS) before any consideration is given to extending its remit.

B. Introduction and general comments

3. The BDA is the UK-wide representative organisation for dentists in the UK.

4. We welcome the opportunity to provide comment on *Shifting the Balance – a better, fairer system of dental regulation*. 
5. We have engaged widely with dentists in formulating this response. Between February and April we ran a survey to gauge the opinion of our membership and the wider profession on issues raised in the GDC’s document and more generally on issues of dental regulation. We received over 2,000 responses and have also consulted across the BDA’s representative structure. This feedback has informed our response. We hope that the GDC recognises the depth and breadth of input to the BDA’s submission and attributes due weight to our contribution.

6. *Shifting the balance* contains a wide variety of issues and action points, with some laudable considerations and a welcome change in approach, tone and language. We remain concerned, however, that some of the proposed and ongoing work requires a lot of investment, all of which is received solely through the annual retention fees (ARF) that registrants pay.

7. We fundamentally believe that the GDC has an obligation to address its failings and concentrate its resources (and registrants’ money) on the core aspects of regulation. In the words of the Professional Standards Authority, regulators should ensure that their contribution must remain focused on their core purpose. The content of *Shifting the Balance* suggests that once again, the GDC is inclined to broaden its reach beyond what is absolutely necessary for the fulfilment of its statutory obligations. The profession certainly shares the PSA’s view, with dentists overwhelmingly indicating that getting Fitness to Practise processes right should be the Council’s number one priority. The PSA has again identified continuing failings in this area.

8. In relation to the point about sticking to core purpose, one of the GDC’s fundamental obligations is to maintain public confidence in dental services. There is repeated evidence that dentists maintain high professional standards and high levels of public confidence and satisfaction. However, we rarely hear the GDC, and its Chair in particular, choosing to emphasise this quality and trust. A more balanced approach would be welcomed and could in turn help to restore a degree of professional confidence in the regulator.

9. One of the issues that *Shifting the Balance* does not address is the changing expectation of the dental profession from regulators, contractors, the public and patients. Dentists are under pressure from all parties to maintain standards and deliver high quality of care within constrained resources. In the vast majority of cases, the profession meets or exceeds expectation. However, these expectations are becoming increasingly challenging. The BDA believes that there is a fundamental problem around a lack of definition in terms of what is expected of a dentist. What do we expect of a dental student? What do we expect of a graduate? And what does the NHS in particular expect a dentist to deliver? The BDA calls for a fundamental re-evaluation so that we can all be clear about the standards against which we are judging the profession.

10. We realise that investment became necessary to address the failings in GDC leadership in recent years and to design and develop processes to rectify existing problems. The Annual Retention Fee (ARF) was raised in 2014 (for 2015) specifically on the basis of anticipated complaint levels and Fitness to Practise (FTP) action in 2015 and 2016. As the information on page 51 of the document shows, these projections have not materialised. The GDC should therefore reduce the ARF for dentists for 2018. Our survey of the profession demonstrated clear support for a reduction in the ARF given that complaint levels have not increased in line with projections (88% of respondents supporting a reduction). As the GDC is aware from previous BDA statements, we do not regard the Council’s current reserves policy as acceptable or a reasonable justification for the continued high fee level.

We welcome the proposal for a future consultation on the setting of the ARF, but would

---

wish to see a clear commitment from the GDC to a significant reduction of the fee. Furthermore, we would like to see consideration given to the possibility of paying the ARF by instalments. We know from our recent survey of dentists that such a move would be welcomed by the profession.

11. Our survey, developed in anticipation of a Department of Health consultation on major regulatory change (still to be published), showed continuing support for the retention of a dental-specific regulator, but not at any cost. Dentists hold a pragmatic view on the future of regulation, with around two thirds preferring a dental regulator but a similar proportion supporting regulatory amalgamation if efficiencies could be achieved. The ARF debacle has hit the reputation of the GDC hard and the Council is on borrowed time in the eyes of the profession.

12. Support for dental regulation comes with conditions, including overwhelming support for the Chair of any dental regulatory body being a dentist (over 94% of respondents to our survey). The BDA’s long-standing policy on this point is clear and well-documented. Confidence of professionals in the GDC’s ability to deliver on its reform agenda remains low, with 87% of respondents to our survey neither ‘confident’ nor very confident’ in the Council.

13. Finally, in terms of general comment, we would like to put on record our serious concern for future support mechanisms in dentistry, in particular given likely significant spending cuts at Health Education England. We are aware that support services for continuing professional development and for dentists in difficulty are under threat. Such external factors could seriously jeopardise some of the GDC’s proposals contained in this document.

C. Specific comments

14. Below are specific comments on the GDC’s proposals for action as they appear in the document.

Section 1: Moving upstream

Improving our engagement with professionals

Proposal for action: GDC to work with partners, including systems regulators and the NHS in the four nations of the UK, as well as other professional healthcare regulators and the profession itself to develop a data and intelligence strategy, to enable upstream regulation to be intelligence-led by sharing learning with the professions.

15. This is one of the most important areas in this document. The GDC should already have the data necessary to enable learning from complaints over many years, and we were under the impression that data collection and interpretation to identify FTP themes had in any case been undertaken recently. There is a need to ensure that the strategy underpinning the ‘upstream’ principles works properly; clarity about ‘seriousness’ and a move away from the ‘climate of fear’ while registrants agree to take forward considerations of how they might address minor issues that have been raised.

16. One issue that came through very clearly in the BDA survey was that a large proportion of the profession now practises ‘defensive dentistry’, an approach where they may provide only limited treatments, where they can guarantee a successful outcome, and refer even minor cases where they feel the risk of the possible treatment options is too high. Those who have experience of the FTP process note that their confidence has reduced as a direct result, and most cite stress and depression as results of the experience even in cases where
no or minor sanctions were applied. None of this can be in the interest of patients and also not in the interest of a profession that, by definition, relies on scientific evidence to do the best for the patients it serves and is keen on developing new skills. The current situation stifles innovation, and much of this approach can be traced back to the ‘climate of fear’ over which the GDC has presided in recent years. It might take many years to encourage a profession that has felt hounded by its regulator to change its approach to practice.

17. The GDC is asked to note the practising arrangements in other parts of the UK, not just England. For example, a recent stakeholder event in Northern Ireland indicated that more GDC interest in the dental systems in that part of the UK would be welcome.

Proposal for action: Building on the work we have done on student engagement, GDC to develop a registrant engagement strategy, making effective use of digital channels, to better meet the needs of registrants and students.

18. It is important for the regulator to keep in touch with registrants and students, and there are some signs from our survey to suggest that the current strategy is working. Students who have been made aware of the GDC’s reputation, and are fearful of their transition into practice, have reported that they have been encouraged by GDC communications and presentations in recent times.

19. We would, however, say that there is more work to be done. The old website was relatively difficult to navigate; however, the new one is not overly user-friendly either. Sign-ups to newsletters have not worked for some time, press releases do not seem to be sent out consistently. There is a real need to improve timely information provision, and given that investment has already happened, we would expect to see improvements in this area soon.

Proposal for action: GDC to develop, as part of its engagement strategy, an annual ‘state of the nation’ report on dentistry.

20. We welcome the GDC’s recognition that there is a need to provide a summary and analysis of the complaints it has received each year. However, returning to the core function theme, some of the suggested content of this annual report is outside the remit of the GDC. We would not support the use of registrants’ money for work which is done better in other areas of the profession. A statistical analysis does not need to be a large, stand-alone, expensively designed ‘state of the nation’ report but could simply be included in the annual report together with relevant registration statistics. What is important is that the GDC itself takes heed of current issues in dentistry and how they affect the ability of its registrants to comply with regulatory requirements and standards.

21. There is a need for the GDC to be a learning organisation, and this is best done by listening to the profession and its organisations that deal with relevant issues, questions and concerns every day. The dental profession will already be aware of ongoing issues through their day-to-day work and the information they receive from many sources, and does not need the GDC to present its own state of the nation summary. That this suggestion is a low priority for the profession was confirmed by the BDA’s own survey.

Proposal for action: GDC to work in partnership with relevant bodies to develop methods of linking the standards to performance management and appraisal.

22. The GDC should not play any active role at all in the performance management of registrants. The ‘enhanced CPD’ scheme should enable the profession to design ways to use the standards and embed them in its learning. As the majority of dentists, and a fair
number of DCPs, are self-employed or even practice owners, appraisal as it is currently known, and presumably understood by the GDC, does not work for large parts of the profession. We cannot support this proposal for action as this is again outside the GDC’s remit.

23. The BDA believes that the terminology should change in this area, away from ‘appraisal’ and ‘performance management’ and towards a more supportive nomenclature around ‘self-directed learning’ and ‘peer review’.

24. We note the comment that dental bodies corporate could provide a useful opportunity for embedding the standards within practice, particularly in relation to ‘harmonising performance management systems and appraisal linked to the standards’. While it is certainly true that some corporates have developed excellent processes to support those who work for them, there is also significant criticism of the working and learning environment within some corporates, often linked to consistency of staffing, restrictive policies on clinical freedom, and restrictions on independent professional support that dentists working in such businesses can access.

25. Corporate bodies are major businesses whose strategies, more than anything else, are geared towards delivering profit. This is not intended as a criticism but a statement of fact. It is relevant to note that 17 registered individuals in four corporates effectively are ultimately responsible for the care of over 6 million patients, generating a turnover of nearly £1 billion and having direct influence over the clinical environment of over 4,000 dentists. We believe that the GDC has an obligation to look carefully at the regulation of corporate dentistry directly and assess working practices, before suggesting that their ideas of performance management might be beneficial for the wider profession.

26. For information, GDPs in Northern Ireland have had a terms of service requirement since October 2001 that every dentist should have a practice based quality assurance system. The requirement is that each dentist should participate in a programme of 15 hours of clinical audit or peer review over a three year period. Similar arrangements existed in all four countries but devolved administrations have changed the streamlined systems into different directions over time.

Proposal for action: Based on what we learn from working with the profession to embed the standards, GDC to review the Standards for the Dental Team, in line with the established review cycle.

27. It would be helpful to know what the timescales are for the established review cycle. A review of the standards framework is certainly welcome if it is to be based on dialogue with the profession, and the statistical analysis of FTP data. It would have to be a major, long-term project.

Education

Proposal for action: GDC to devise a process to ensure that the learning outcomes are agile and responsive, and continue to be based on appropriate evidence.

28. While we agree that this is an important point, we are surprised that this needs to be included in a document of this nature – it is the core business of the GDC to work with universities and other educators to ensure that pre-registration education is fit for purpose. Changes to the GDC’s constitution combined with the lack of a GDC Education Committee may have made this process more difficult, so the input of stakeholders here will be important.
29. The move to learning outcomes alone has brought with it certain risks of lack of calibration across dental schools. At the same time, improvements in the oral health of the population might mean that practical experience of certain treatments is difficult to obtain for some students.


30. We cannot comment on this proposal until a more defined way forward is outlined; there is little in the discussion document about the detail of what such a process would look like in comparison to the current one.

Proposal for action: GDC to develop materials for registrants who have trained outside the UK to ease their transition into practising here.

31. We do not believe that this is necessarily the role of the General Dental Council. It would be much more useful if registrants from abroad were encouraged by the GDC to contact, and join, their professional bodies, where this information and advice is readily available. It is this lack of information, and at a later stage, a lack of encouragement from some dental practices including some corporate bodies, to gain peer support via professional associations that makes it difficult to support those who struggle with the new systems in which they work. The level of membership in the BDA of non-UK qualified dentists for example is relatively low.

32. BDA research in 2016 indicated those overseas dentists who have faced FTP proceedings were more likely to be non-members of the BDA. We would therefore strongly encourage the GDC to highlight the benefits of professional association membership to new registrants so that they have access to existing support structures. There should be little need for the GDC to produce specific, but generic, advice as the professional associations can provide very individual support.

Continuing professional development

Proposal for action: GDC to develop a model which encourages and enables professionals and professional bodies to take ownership of CPD planning, development and innovation.

33. We are supportive of this proposal, parts of which are already underway. We would like to remind the GDC of the feedback we have provided over the years of some of the CPD proposals and the areas that we have identified as unworkable. The professional associations can again provide much of what is necessary here, and indeed the BDA already provides an interactive CPD planner.

34. One of the main issues that feed into this proposal is the development of a personal development plan. The BDA is clear that the GDC must not, under any circumstances, have access to individual PDPs. It would destroy the concept that professionals reflect honestly and formally on their strengths and weaknesses if they then have to show it to a regulatory body. It is also important that lawyers in FTP cases would not be able to request court orders to see such PDPs where they are not willingly provided. Otherwise, the whole process will be undermined and fail.

---

2 Email exchanges with the GDC in 2016 as well as consultation responses to CPD consultations in 2013 and 2014.
Proposal for action: GDC to explore the development of a quality-based model of CPD, based on professionals determining their development needs and on the GDC highlighting potential areas of focus through available data and evidence.

35. The GDC’s main role should be to provide the data and evidence as described earlier; we do not agree that it should be further involved and are not sure what is meant by a ‘quality-based’ model; maybe a ‘reflective approach’ might cover more appropriately the points made in the discussion document, as the ‘quality-based’ model is not really explained in any detail to provide appropriate commentary. A move away from what is a largely tick-box exercise would certainly be welcomed.

36. Shifting the Balance notes (page 27) that the GDC will reduce CPD hours requirements. It also notes that the GMC has no quantitative requirements for doctors and that CPD in its current format has no strong evidence behind its effectiveness. If that is accepted, then the GDC should be reducing the hours requirement more significantly and leaving it to the registrants to decide what is appropriate in accordance with their PDP.

37. As is recognised in the document, the GMC revalidation model is very different from what can be developed for dentistry, due to the funding and support mechanisms available to the medical profession. Nevertheless, the document’s text still has a misplaced focus on the role of ‘employers’ (page 31 first paragraph). Whichever model is developed in conjunction with the profession, there needs to be a move away from the language around ‘employers’ for the majority of dentists and indeed some self-employed DCPs.

Proposal for action: GDC to incorporate an emphasis on interactive CPD into the developing model, and explore the risks and benefits of this.

38. We agree that a ‘blended learning’ approach is best and that some CPD, and certain subjects, should only be undertaken in interactive settings. However, we are not sure that the GDC has appropriate expertise to ‘incorporate an emphasis’ on interactive CPD. CPD based on personal development planning and reflection must be owned by the individual registrant, and it should be for the profession, the professional bodies and other relevant organisations to help with putting the process into practice. In addition, some professionals, particularly if they are working in remote circumstances, might be caught out by a stringent definition of ‘interactive’ CPD.

39. Professional isolation can be an issue in dentistry, but it must not be forgotten that dentists can be isolated in large practice settings just as much as in single-handed settings. In addition, individuals do have different approaches to learning that suits them. It is much more important to make clear that the responsibility lies with the individual professional to reflect on their strengths and weaknesses in a safe and supportive process than to prescribe set methods of learning.

Proposal for action: GDC to incorporate a significant peer review element into the developing model, and explore the risks and benefits of this.

40. We agree with the sentiment of this and much of current thinking goes in this direction. While the profession will find ways to support this, it is important to note that the system in medicine, which is so often cited as an example, is largely funded by the government, while dentists have little access to such funding.

41. Whilst we would agree with peer review being a significant element of professional development, Shifting the Balance also say (page 33) that the GDC is “exploring ways in which CPD courses could be accredited in order to improve quality”. Again, this is not within the GDC’s remit and the Council should not be getting involved in this activity. CPD
providers already have quality assurance measures which they review and refine over time as necessary.

42. In addition, in England specifically, the deanery structures are currently being changed, with provision of CPD and other support services through HEE appearing to be withdrawn or, at best, significantly curtailed. While the new structures and funding mechanisms are unclear, it will not be possible to design a formal system that has the support of the profession, and there may be a need to delay this work until the new structures are much better understood, and it can be clarified how the services that are being cut can be picked up, and by whom.

43. The response to our survey showed that 67% of registrants who had participated in peer review projects had considered this a ‘good’ or ‘excellent’ experience when professionally organised.

44. The survey also showed that 60% of registrants already use a personal development plan and that 44% of those rate its use as ‘good’ or ‘excellent’.

45. Whilst gaining new skills should generally count towards a professional’s CPD, it is also important that updating existing skills on the basis of new scientific evidence, and identifying weaknesses in one’s existing practice and addressing them, should be recognised as an important aspect of CPD which must not be forgotten.

First-tier complaints resolution

Proposal for action: GDC to develop tailored welcome packs for each of the individual registrant groups which include information and advice on the standards, guidance and sources of useful information, which could include the principles of good customer service and complaints handling.

46. Certainly the GDC should provide some of the information, but again a reference to the various professional bodies and the support they can provide would be welcome. There is no need significantly to extend the GDC’s information materials in this direction if it is available elsewhere. The information that the GDC alone holds, however, should be shared widely and helpfully should include case studies.

47. Producing guidance on the “principles of good customer service and complaints handling” is not the remit of a regulator. This is upstream work that other organisations should be tasked to do and as we have emphasised elsewhere, the GDC should be concentrating on Fitness to Practise. On page 8 the document talks about regulation extending into more formal powers around “standards, codes of practice accreditation”. Again, regulation should only be about setting professional and ethical standards which are then used to assess a registrant’s fitness to practise. Anything beyond that is not right touch regulation.

Proposal for action: GDC to continue to develop a profession-wide complaints handling initiative to strengthen first-tier complaint resolution.

48. The emphasis on early complaint resolution is welcomed, and we hope to see this taken forward as part of the ongoing work of the Regulation of Dental Services Programme Board. The GDC should be taking steps to encourage patients to complain at the appropriate level, and not encouraging patients to use the GDC as the first port of call.

Proposal for action: Work with the profession and partners to promote, embed and encourage customer service and complaints handling in all stages of education, training and CPD, and to encourage dental professionals to seek help and advice when appropriate.
49. There is little specific information in the document beyond what is already happening.

Proposal for action: The GDC to explore ways in which it can work with the profession to encourage the use of feedback and complaints for learning and improving services.

50. The data capture and information as discussed in the earlier section of this document would probably suffice as a direct action from the GDC. Organisations such as the indemnity providers and professional organisations could take this forward to use in their courses and materials.

Proposal for action: GDC to review the DCS in 2017, looking at its functions, its remit and how it is promoted. This will be done in consultation with the profession and its representatives.

51. The GDC has often said that feedback to the Dental Complaints Service (DCS) indicates that it is well-liked by patients and professionals alike. We have received reports that this is not necessarily the case, with feedback from the profession indicating some dissatisfaction with the service and a view that its sole remit was to extract compensation for patients rather than support a fair conversation between the parties. There is pressure put upon dentists to settle and reimburse patients to avoid referral to the GDC or having to take time off to attend panel hearings. A quick result does not always mean a fair result.

52. We addressed views about the DCS in our recent survey. The results show that 55 per cent of those who had experience of the DCS rated the experience as 'poor', with 18 per cent rating it as 'fair'; only just under 12 per cent rated it as 'good' and 2.5 per as 'excellent'. This clearly contrasts to the assurances given by the GDC and the DCS.

53. In terms of being able to make a judgement on the performance of the DCS, we are also concerned that, for at least two years running, the DCS has not published annual reports of activities and outcomes.

54. We are therefore calling for a formal, independent review of the work of the DCS before any further steps are taken.

55. We also ask that, after this independent review has taken place, the GDC should move the provision of a DCS-like service away from its portfolio and that the service is run by another provider, particularly if the service expands to consider NHS care. Our survey showed that there is significant support for a move away from the GDC. 39% of respondents wanted LDCs to play a major role in the provision of such a service, which would also support the move of complaints handling to the local level. Only 13% of respondents supported the GDC’s continuing role in this area.

Working with partners

Proposal for action: Building on work underway, the GDC to explore with commissioners and the profession the potential for effective clinical governance to play a more central role in learning and quality improvement. As part of this we will explore the development of ‘indicators of patient protection’.

56. We are concerned about this proposal. The Professional Standards Authority, in its 2015 document ‘Rethinking Regulation’, clearly stated that:

“In seeking to adjust their focus […], regulators must remember that their concern is not quality improvement, but quality control. The interventions of regulators should have the common purpose of seeking to minimise risk to the public. The aims of regulation and quality improvement are complementary, and regulators should be careful to ensure that
their own activities do not constrain innovation, but their own contribution must remain focused on their core purpose.”

57. The proposals in this section seem to go against this statement from the PSA. As mentioned earlier, we support the GDC's wish to learn and understand more about the constraints in which dentists and their teams work, in particular when it comes to 'perverse incentives' through the current dental contract. It is important that the GDC looks carefully at all contractual frameworks across the UK, and proposals for contract reform – it is the very clash of what patients want and demand that occurs when it is not possible to deliver this within the NHS. The Council should be looking carefully at how target driven systems distort professional behaviour, since the regulator will ultimately be policing the consequences.

58. Clinical governance, however, does exist in dentistry, albeit through other processes than maybe in medicine. Much of this returns to the fact that the systems in which medical doctors work are supported and subsidised by the government. Contrary to this, dentists pay for most of their activities in this area, both in terms of monetary investment and time. A formal system of clinical governance did exist (in England) until 2006, when it was quietly discontinued. Financial support for CPD and clinical audit and peer review were nominally included in contract values, but in real terms simply discontinued. Since then, dentists have done their best to continue with quality improvements in practice working through initiatives such as BDA Good Practice; in the absence of formal support from government at a time of ever-reducing investment into NHS dentistry, it may sometimes be difficult to demonstrate in a formal way that clinical governance does happen in dental practice.

59. All countries of the UK have robust regulatory inspection frameworks providing independent assurance about the quality of care, challenging poor practice, promoting improvement and safeguarding patients.

60. Again looking outside of England, in Northern Ireland there is legislative requirement setting out that practices must have in place a system to ensure that all dental care provided is of a consistent quality; that there are effective measures of infection control; that systems are in place to ensure that health and safety and radiological requirements are satisfied; and a system to ensure that any GDC requirements in respect of CPD are satisfied.

61. The criticism of clinical governance in dentistry seems to be based on what we believe is a flawed inference (page 47) that the reason fewer complaints get to Fitness to Practise at the GMC is that medicine has a more developed system of clinical governance. There are many reasons for the differences between the professions. For example, the direct financial relationship that exists in dentistry impacts on patient expectation, and the different regulator approaches to case management and triaging in terms of filtering out low level cases is also key.

Proposal for action: GDC to further develop guidance for employers, reflecting the need for the employer to ensure that the Standards for the Dental Team are embedded within a professional's practice.

62. This is supported; we would like to be able to provide feedback. Please also see earlier comments made about the concept of ‘employer’ in dentistry.
Refocusing fitness to practise

Proposal for action: GDC to improve all our public facing information, both digital and printed and including that hosted by partner organisations where possible, seeking input from key stakeholders where appropriate, to improve clarity, particularly regarding our role.

63. This is supported but as ever we would encourage the GDC to be careful with registrants’ money in taking this forward.

Proposal for action: GDC to implement online tools for ‘self-filtering’ of complaints, in line with other regulators.

64. This is supported in principle. At a recent meeting of the GDC-convened working group, suggestions were made for improvement of the draft system, such as stating at the beginning that complaints should usually be addressed to the practice initially, and clarifying that the GDC was not a complaints body. The use of the word ‘complaint’ was excessive in the tool and should be revised and reworded. Clarification of the lengthy timescales for GDC cases was also deemed useful.

65. We would expect to be consulted on an updated version of the tool before it goes live. It is in the public interest for the regulator to make sure that the profession and its representatives are directly involved in all of this work.

Proposal for action: GDC to develop and deploy an explanation of impaired fitness to practise that makes a clearer link to patient risk and public confidence in dental services.

66. The formulation of this criterion is unclear when it is seen as a stand-alone proposal. In relation to the accompanying text in the document it becomes clear that this is about defining the concept of ‘seriousness’ based on the decisions made at FTP committee level. We would support the approach as there is widespread concern about ‘gold plating’ in relation to expected standards at FTP hearings. We would also ask that the GDC works closely with the indemnity providers in this area.

Proposal for action: GDC to ensure that the emphases in the tests applied at the triage and assessment stages enable the GDC to achieve our statutory objectives of protecting the health, safety and wellbeing of the public, promoting and maintaining public confidence in the regulated professions, and maintaining proper professional standards and conduct for members of those professions.

67. This is directly linked to the previous proposal and we would regard this as the GDC’s core role. It is fundamental business and the GDC should be getting this right.

Proposal for action: GDC to review all guidance material for fitness to practise decision makers to ensure that seriousness is properly and fully embedded within it.

68. Again, we would regard this as core business and is a fundamental area if the GDC is to address decision-making at FtP hearings.

69. Many of the cases that have concerned registrants and created a climate of fear amongst the profession are those that do not meet the threshold of being far below the standard and should never have gone beyond Case Examiners or Investigating Committee. A complaint received by the GDC should not be regarded as a potential tip of the iceberg requiring investigation on the basis that it might engage fitness to practise issues in a
misguided desire to protect the public. This is particularly the case in single incidents in an otherwise long and unblemished career.

70. There is also the controversial area of regulators “getting involved in matter of public and private morals” (page 8 of Shifting the Balance). The protection of the public and patients is served by concentrating on registrants’ interactions with their patients, not their family or friends or the personal views they may share.

71. We would strongly support the GDC’s own description on page 55 (and p14) that “impaired fitness to practise implies shortcomings in competence or conduct that are so serious as to put patients at risk or to cause serious damage to broader public confidence in dental services”. Only if a sanction of erasure is a real prospect should a case ever get to a full hearing and other sanctions should be used where appropriate.

72. It is in the public interest for the regulator to make sure that the profession and its representatives are directly involved in the development of FtP material and we look forward to working with the GDC on this.

Proposal for action: GDC to carry out an end-to-end review of the fitness to practise process, involving stakeholders and partners.

73. This will be an interesting and important project; the BDA should be involved and actively consulted on this. We would support the notion that the system should be “capable of providing a graduated response, proportionate to the risk” (page 9 of Shifting the Balance). It has appeared in the recent past that a one-size-fits-all approach has been applied to every complaint that passed triage, leading to inappropriate cases ending up at hearings or returned back to Investigating Committees for review of the decision to refer (Rule 8E/10). This is wasteful of resources and creates unnecessary stress for registrants.

Proposal for action: Building on the work of the RDSPB, the existing NHS Concerns process and other initiatives described above, the GDC will work with partners to develop a comprehensive model for the resolution of complaints and concerns about dentistry in each of the four countries of the United Kingdom.

74. This work is of course already underway, and the BDA contributes, as do many other stakeholders. We would ask that, as part of this work, our comments about the dental complaints service are taken into account.

Proposal for action: GDC to establish external calibration mechanisms with partners to ensure that concerns are being referred appropriately between bodies.

75. This is important work so that duplication between regulators is avoided.